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 INTRODUCTION 

“It is strange that such a movement is necessary. It would seem to be the natural, and 

almost inevitable, thing that the educaton of the child should be such as to place it in

 intmate relaton with objects and events with which it lives. It is a fact, however, that our 

teaching has been largely exotc to the child, that it has begun by taking the child away 

from its natural environment, that it has concerned itself with the subject-mater rather 

than with the child. This is the marvel of marvels in educaton.” 

- L.H. Bailey 

If you're familiar with Forest School, you would be easily forgiven if you thought the quote 

above was directly writen about the modern day Forest School movement. Forest School is a learner-

centered educatonal approach based on frequent and regular hand-on experiences with the natural 

world. In actual fact, the quote is not about the Forest School movement at all. It was writen in 1903 

by Liberty Hyde Bailey, the Director of the College of Agriculture at Cornell University in Ithaca, New 

York (p. 79). Bailey was referencing the Nature Study movement, a movement in the late 1800s/early 

1900s encouraging teachers to take children outdoors to learn from frst-hand experiences with 

nature (Kimberley, 1994).

Since the Forest School movement seems to be a relatvely modern phenomenon, what would 

be the beneft of bringing up the Nature Study movement, which happened over a century ago? The 

answer to that queston is based on the premise that what happened then is part of what has got us 

here now. Thus, the events of history are what set the context for the modern world; perhaps a dive 

into the past might help beter our understanding of what's happening today and why. 

With that, I invite you to join me on a journey through more than a century of complex and 

compelling historical movements in both educaton and nature connecton in the United States (US) 

and the United Kingdom (UK). In doing so, I aim to highlight the cultural precedents and context in 

which the Forest School movement has emerged today. I'll start with discussing the aforementoned 
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Nature Study movement within the context of the Progressive Educaton movement, both of which 

developed from the late 1800s through to the 1930s. I'll also describe the Woodcraf movement, 

which began in the early 1900s and arguably stll contnues on a small scale today. I'll then introduce 

the Environmental Educaton movement, which began in the 1960s and fnish with a discussion about 

the Forest School movement, which frst emerged in the 1990s.

I've restricted my discussion of these movements to historical events that took place in the US 

and the UK. I recognize this imposes limitatons, as the infuences on and impacts of Forest School 

reach beyond these two natons. However, as an American who lived in England, I chose to focus my 

research on just the US and the UK for my own relevancy as well as for conciseness. Additonally, the 

histories of the US and the UK are intmately intertwined and the cultural and historical events of the 

past and present, including the modern day Forest School movement, seem to have occurred almost 

simultaneously in both places, give or take a few years. I found this historical tandem deeply 

fascinatng and worthy of investgaton. I also want to acknowledge the histories and infuences that 

do not get mentoned in this document. That is why it is ttled A History of the Forest School 

Movement, so as to emphasize it is just one version of the story within a multtude of perspectves 

that exist on the mater.
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 THE NATURE STUDY & PROGRESSIVE 
  EDUCATION MOVEMENT                

We're going to return now to the Nature Study movement, where we will begin our historical 

journey. There's discrepancy on exactly when the Nature Study movement began, but some sources 

atribute Louis Agassiz, a zoologist at Harvard University, with initatng the movement in the 1870s. 

Agassiz promoted teaching natural history through direct experience and discouraged learning from 

textbooks (Lorsback & Jinks, 2013). It's said that his moto was, “Study nature, not books” (Kimberley, 

1994, p. 2). By the 1890s, Nature Study as an educatonal approach had gained momentum in both 

the US and the UK (Marsden, 1997). Books like Nature Study for the Common Schools (1891) by 

American Wilbur Jackman, and Handbook of Nature Study (1911) by Anna Botsford Comstock of 

Cornell University, along with Liberty Hyde Bailey's writngs, such as the 1903 artcle mentoned 

above, The Nature Study Movement, helped inform the practce of Nature Study and “revolutonized 

elementary science educaton” (Monroe & Krasney, 2016, p. 11; Bailey, 1903). 

Much like today's Forest Schools, Nature Study is a challenging concept to defne and its 

practce difered from person to person and place to place. However, generally speaking, Nature 

Study curricula had some of the following characteristcs and aims:

• Promoted frst-hand observaton and sensory experience;

• Child-centered, based on the interests of the children;

• Involved learning about interdependence and how all things are interconnected;

• Aimed to integrate the curriculum as a way to build knowledge across all disciplines;

• Hoped to encourage appreciaton for the natural world and a desire to safeguard it (Bailey, 

1903; Kimberley, 1994; Walter, 1904).

So, where did the Nature Study movement come from? What was the context that inspired it 

to take root? Answering these questons is complex, but there are several factors that contributed to 

the movement's emergence. Firstly, it rose to prominence in the wake of an economic and 

agricultural depression in the 1890s in both the US and the UK. There was great concern over the 

state of agriculture and many felt it was imperatve to develop a citzenry that would be more aware 
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of farming practces. Around the same tme, Darwin and his theories about evoluton and ecology 

were gaining popularity. Thus, there was a growing awareness of the ecological complexity upon 

which human survival depended upon and a growing desire to protect 'nature'. Conservaton was 

viewed as a means to address this and remained an aim of the Nature Study movement (Kimberley, 

1994; Monroe & Krasney, 2016). 

There was also another related and overlapping movement arising around the same tme, 

calling for 'progressive educaton' with goals of pedagogical and social reform (Kimberley, 1994; 

Walter 1904). The Progressive Educaton movement, generally associated with the decades between 

the 1880s and the 1930s, began at a tme of increasing urbanizaton. Focus turned to a means of 

improving services and social insttutons, including that of public educaton. Around the turn of the 

20th century Edward L. Thorndike and his colleagues at Columbia University developed methods for 

measuring student “achievement” in subjects like arithmetc, hand-writng, and reading. They 

promoted the “science” of educatonal testng to prepare and sort students for the workforce (Levin, 

1991, p. 73). This was the dawn of standardized testng (Levin, 1991). 

Meanwhile, others were challenging the widespread view that public school's role was to 

“provide a workforce for society as it is,” and rather viewed educaton as a means for social reform in 

order to create a “society as it could or should be” (Levin, 1991, p. 73). The later school of thought was 

led by American educatonal and social reformist, John Dewey. Dewey's infuental theories about 

educaton inspired pedagogical approaches that celebrated individual diferences, prepared students 

for democratc partcipaton, and promoted interdisciplinary learning that took place through hands-

on and ofen collaboratve experiences (Levin, 1991; Zimiles, 2008). The Dewey-inspired form of 

Progressive Educaton called for educatonal goals to shif from establishing habits, discipline and 

social control, to cultvatng curiosity, independence, and resourcefulness through actve methods of 

learning. Teachers were viewed more as guides or facilitators who would build upon the students' 

interests and prior knowledge (Jackson, 2007; Conner & Bohan, 2014; Levin, 1991). 

It was within the context of the 'Progressive Educaton' reform that the Nature Study 

movement was developing. One can fnd themes of this progressive educatonal thought in the 1904 

writng of R. E. Walter who described Nature Study as 

“supplying the essental elements of the so-called new educaton, which, among other 

important and distnctve characteristcs, holds educaton to be a process of life-growth rather 
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than a means of formal informaton, and which makes its aims practcal and ethical as well as 

intellectual... It consequently places the child and his development above subject-mater, 

method and appliances in all ratonal teaching, and realizes that he is to atain development 

according to natural laws by his own actvity and the infuence of the environment” (p. 501). 

Thus, it seems Walter (1904) viewed Nature Study as contributng towards the greater Progressive 

Educaton movement that was occurring at the same tme. 

So what happened to the Nature Study movement? Like all educatonal approaches, it arose as 

a direct reacton to the social, economic, and politcal contexts of the tme. It also declined in much 

the same way. The devastatng impact of World War I (1914-1918) marked a shif in educatonal 

philosophy. Ultmately World War I led to the demise of Nature Study by changing thoughts about 

nature and conservaton. Rather than perceiving a duty to protect the natural world, focus turned 

towards the efcient exploitaton of its resources. The war also encouraged perceptons of educaton 

as a method for social control. Order and behaviorism (most notable exemplifed by rewards and 

punishments systems) became more valued. In the 1920s and 1930s, many felt methods like 

demonstraton and the use of textbooks were more efcient and efectve modes of knowledge 

transmission (Kimberley, 1994). The student-centered and hands-on learning promoted by Nature 

Study was incompatble in such a climate (Lorsback & Jinks, 2013).

Though the Nature Study movement only lasted a few decades, we shouldn't discount its 

infuence. Millions of students were involved in Nature Study during its tme and some of the values 

upheld by the movement have carried right through to modern day (Lorsbac & Jinks, 2013). One can 

fnd the push for child-centered, experiental, and outdoor learning experiences that were promoted 

by the Nature Study movement alive and well in the Forest School movement today. Thus, the Nature 

Study movement could be viewed as an integral predecessor for today's Forest Schools. 
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 THE WOODCRAFT MOVEMENT 

Now we'll explore a diferent movement that had been developing around the same tme as 

the Nature Study movement, but outside the realm of public educaton. It was called the Woodcraf 

movement and it was frst initated in the US by Ernest Thompson Seton in the early 1900s (Chalmers 

& Dancer, 2008). Seton was an artst, author, storyteller and naturalist who was born in England, but 

moved to Canada as a child and then setled in Connectcut, US in 1896. Seton lived in close proximity 

to Natve Americans and this exposure led him to deeply value their traditons and practces. Seton 

shared his enthusiasm about his percepton of the Natve American way of life by startng up a group 

for local boys, frst known as 'Seton's Boys' and later called 'Woodcraf Indians'. The Woodcraf 

Indians promoted an outdoor lifestyle and survival skills. They also appropriated elements from 

Natve American traditons and cultures, including the formaton of tribes and integraton of Natve 

American names, tribal wear and objects. The Woodcraf Indians became an organizaton that was 

later absorbed into the Boy Scouts of America, which was established in 1910. Seton acted as Chief 

Scout for the Boy Scouts from 1910 untl 1915 when he lef due to his distaste for the Scout's 

militaristc aim to prepare boys to become soldiers. He then reestablished the Woodcraf Indians to 

promote a more peaceful organizaton for learning outdoor and survival skills (Chalmers & Dancer, 

2008).

Seton's Woodcraf Indians inspired a UK man named Ernest Westlake who founded a similar 

youth organizaton in 1916 called the Order of Woodcraf Chivalry. Like Seton, Westlake distnguished 

his group from the Boy Scouts by valuing pacifsm and a return to a natural outdoor lifestyle. The 

Woodcraf movement spread throughout the UK and soon other branches formed, including John 

Hargrave's Kibbo Kif in 1920 and the Woodcraf Folk in 1925 (Marsden, 1997). All together, these 

organizatons atracted thousands of adults and children to the Woodcraf movement during the 

years between World War I and World War II (1919-1938). The movement's mission was to restore a 

connecton to the natural world and promote social harmony, which were seen as key for rebuilding 

society afer the devastaton of World War I. Of these organizatons, the Woodcraf Folk stll exists 

today (Pollen, 2017).

Ernest Westlake wished to extend the values exhibited by his Order of Woodcraf Chivalry 
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organizaton by establishing a school. This idea was realized by Westlake's son, Aubrey, in the 

founding of a school called Forest School in New Forest, Hampshire in 1929. Principles of children's 

freedom and access to a wild woodland environment were central to the school's philosophy. As such, 

lessons were optonal, they were held outside, children helped govern the school, and the curriculum 

was project-based, emphasizing autonomous learning and self-expression. These atributes were seen 

as necessary for the creaton of a more fair and just society. There were only a select few who 

atended the Forest School. Most were children of middle-class people who preferred its philosophy 

over that of the public schools. The lifespan of Westlake's Forest School was relatvely short-lived. The 

school was forced to close in 1940 as a direct consequence of World War II (1939-1945). The teachers 

were drafed and the buildings were taken over to use for war purposes (Shields, 2010).

World War II shifed mindsets towards mobilizing natons for war. This resulted in 

governments increasing their control over public educaton (Connor & Bohan, 2014). Programs or 

pedagogies that upheld the ideals of Progressive Educaton were seen as a threat during this tme 

because they promoted critcal thinking that challenged the status quo. This was viewed as divisive at 

a tme where social unity and natonalism were deemed necessary. This trend in educaton persisted 

into the 1980s as the climate of fear and unrest contnued with the Cold War and threat of nuclear 

atacks (Connor & Bohan, 2014; Marsden, 1997). 
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 THE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION MOVEMENT 

Our journey now brings us to the start of the Environmental Educaton movement that arose 

from growing public concern in the 1960s and 1970s about environmental polluton and degradaton 

(Stevenson, 2007/1987). This 'new' educatonal movement carried forth values atributed with 

movements of the past, but with perhaps a diferent emphasis. Rather than promotng educaton that 

was just about or in the environment, it also called for educaton for the environment in order to 

correct what was viewed as environmental abuses (Marsden, 1997). Internatonal discussion about 

Environmental Educaton generated signifcant documents, such as The Belgrade Charter of 1975 and 

The Tbilisi Declaraton in 1977, which established “an internatonally recognized defniton, objectves, 

and acton steps” for Environmental Educaton (Monroe & Krasney, 2016; The Tbilisi Declaraton, 

1977/2005). Notably, the movement sparked politcal acton and in 1970 the United states was “the 

frst country to establish EE policy through the Environmental Educaton Act and creaton of the Ofce 

of Environmental Educaton to award grants for the development of EE curricula and to provide 

professional development for teachers” (Monroe & Krasney, 2016, p. 14). Environmental Educaton 

has evolved and diversifed over the decades and has been incorporated into a variety of contexts 

(e.g. schools, nature centers, zoos, aquariums, and community programs) (Braus, 2009; Aguilar, Price, 

& Krasny, 2015). 

Generally Environmental Educaton promotes hands-on experiences where learners acquire 

knowledge and skills across a variety of disciplines (Stevenson, 2007/1987; Gruenewald & Ofei 

Manteaw, 2007). Environmental Educaton is ofen associated with promotng direct acton to tackle 

environmental problems (Stevenson, 2007/1987). While this can sometmes be the case, it is not 

always true and some view Environmental Educaton as a means to connect people to both the 

natural and built environment in an efort to improve the wellbeing of individuals and society 

(Chawla, 2012). The Environmental Educaton movement stll contnues today and, along with the 

Nature Study movement and Woodcraf movement, it has laid some of the foundatons for the last 

movement on our journey: the Forest School movement. 
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 THE FOREST SCHOOL MOVEMENT 

The Forest School movement has emerged within the context of modern day concerns about 

the swif and dramatc changes in childhood. Mainly, concerns derive from the fact that children are 

spending much less tme outside than ever before and have signifcantly less opportunites for free 

play (Louv, 2005; Gray 2013). The increase of 'screen tme' as a result of new technologies along with 

growing fears about risks associated with strangers, trafc, and violence have all contributed to this 

trend (Maynard, 2007). Additonally, educatonal policies have turned towards increased curriculum 

standardizaton with a focus on testng as a means to measure academic 'achievement' (Gruenewald 

& Ofei Manteaw, 2007). The decrease in tme spent outdoors combined with the growing pressure of 

standardized testng at schools are having negatve impacts on health and wellbeing, including 

children's physical, social, and emotonal development (O'Brien, 2009; Louv, 2005; Knight, 2013). 

Reestablishing a connecton with the natural world is seen as a means to address these concerns as 

well as those associated with the environmental degradaton of our planet. It is within this context 

that the Forest School movement is gaining momentum. 

Today's Forest School movement, as an 'alternatve' educatonal model, was infuenced by 

cultural practces in Scandinavia that promote outdoor experiences as a way of life (called 'frulitsliv'). 

The Scandinavian early educaton system is a refecton of this culture and learning is outdoors, child-

led, and play-based (Knight, 2013; Waite, Bølling, & Bentsen, 2016). In 1993 nursery teachers from 

Bridgwater College in the UK went to Denmark to observe their pre-schools. The visit inspired the 

teachers to bring some of the Scandinavian practces back to their own setngs. They then called 

what they were doing “Forest School”. In 1995 Bridgwater College started to ofer a training 

qualifcaton for practtoners of early childhood educaton to learn about and develop their own 

Forest School programs. From there, it became a movement and Forest Schools started to spread all 

over the UK and extend to age groups beyond early childhood (Knight, 2013; Forest School 

Associaton, 2015). Today there are thousands of UK based trained practtoners and training 

providers.

Similarly, the US has also embraced outdoor educatonal approaches, most notable aimed at 

early childhood. A handful of Nature Pre-schools have been around since the 1960s, but their 
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popularity has grown exponentally since 2000. Additonally, the US has introduced its own 

Scandinavian-inspired version of Forest School, startng with Forest Kindergartens. The frst forest 

kindergarten in the US was founded in 2007 by Erin Kenny, called Cedarsong. While Nature Schools 

spend a mixture of tme indoors and outdoors, Forest Kindergartens tend to take place solely 

outdoors (Larimore, 2016). A 2017 study has indicated there are now at least 250 nature 

preschools/forest kindergartens operatng across the country (NAAEE, 2017). 

Forest Kindergartens tend to be privately funded programs associated with providing daily 

outdoor experiences, which difers from the weekly experiences ofered within public and private 

sectors in UK based Forest Schools (Larimore, 2016). However, there is growing interest in trying to 

expand Forest Kindergarten principles into public schools in the US. Startng in 2013, elementary 

school teachers in Vermont have begun taking their classes outside one day a week on what they call 

“Forest Days.” The formats of these Forest Days are unique to each teacher and setng, but many 

include actvites like making fres, building dens/forts, and opportunites for child-led free play, thus 

seeming to resemble Forest School programs found in the UK (PEER Associates, 2017). The success of 

these programs has inspired other schools to try Forest Day programs too and local training networks 

are currently being developed to support that. 

The Forest School movement is contnuously evolving, as did the movements that came before 

it, and brings with it a variety of opportunites as well as challenges. For example, the prevalence of 

Forest School programs operatng within the private sector, partcularly in the US, can render them 

inaccessible to people from lower socio-economic backgrounds. Proximity and access to appropriate 

natural spaces poses another challenge, especially for those living in urban areas. Additonally, it is 

not ofen recognized that there are pedagogical perspectves inherent in the approach that have been 

infuenced by Indigenous cultures. These infuences and perspectves were also largely ignored or 

appropriated in the Nature Study, Woodcraf, Progressive Educaton, and Environmental Educaton 

movements that preceded Forest School (Tuck, McKenzie, & McCoy, 2014). 

However, a Canadian organizaton, Child & Nature Alliance of Canada, is taking steps to 

address the historical marginalizaton of Indigenous cultures.  The organizaton openly recognizes that 

Indigenous people have been educatng their children through land-based educaton for millennia 

(Andrachuk et al, 2014; Tuck et al., 2014).  Their handbook, Forest and Nature School in Canada: A 

Head, Heart, Hands Approach to Outdoor Learning, states, like Forest School, many “Aboriginal 
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approaches to educaton emphasize experiental learning, peer-to-peer learning, and require people 

to take responsibility for their own learning” (Andrachuk et al., 2014, pg. 13). It is important to note 

that when educators do not acknowledge other ways of knowing and their infuence on their own 

practces, there is danger in perpetuatng systems of power and oppression in which Indigenous 

people contnue to be marginalized while their beliefs and customs become appropriated by the 

Western world (Cole, 2007; Haluza-Delay, 2001; Tuck et al., 2014). Therefore, it is valuable to 

recognize how Western perspectves dominate the discussion of the Forest School movement and 

consider how the approach can be sensitve to the places and people it reaches as it contnues to 

expand on a global scale.
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 CONCLUSION 

Whether it's referred to as Forest School, Forest Kindergarten, Nature School, or Forest Days, 

programs that promote child-led, outdoor play as the basis for educaton and holistc development 

are spreading at a rapid pace. Discourse around the Forest School movement mainly focuses on 

promotng the health and wellbeing of children, however many also recognize the role outdoor 

childhood experiences play in partcipants' future environmental attudes and behaviors. It seems 

many agree that healthy people with a connecton to and deeper understanding of their environment 

will be beter prepared to face current and future social and environmental challenges.

By looking back through the past century of movements such as Nature Study, Progressive 

Educaton, Woodcraf, and Environmental Educaton, I'm hesitant to say that today's Forest School 

movement is entrely 'new'. It is rather steeped in the rich cultural history of the outdoor and 

educatonal movements that preceded it. For me, acknowledging this greater depth and cultural 

meaning makes the Forest School movement seem more potent. The ideas are not new, we just keep 

fnding new methods for bringing them to prominence in ways that are adapted to the concerns and 

aspiratons of the tmes. In spite of devastatng wars, economic downturns, and social unrest, the 

motvaton for improving the lives of our children, ourselves, and the places we live through a deep 

connecton to nature has persisted. The reason for this, in the words of Liberty Hyde Bailey (1903), 

proponent of the Nature Study movement who I also quoted at the very beginning of this artcle, is 

because “it is not revolutonary but evolutonary” (pg. 79).

 “The movement is well under way. It will persist because it is vital and fundamental. It 

will add new value and signifcance to all the accustomed work of the schools, for it is not  

revolutonary but evolutonary. It stands for naturalness, resourcefulness, and quickened 

interest in the common and essental things of life. We talk much about the ideals of educaton;

 but the true philosophy of life is to idealize everything with which we have to do.”

 - L.H. Bailey (Bailey, 1903, pg. 79)
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